Town Of Hamilton
Workshop
January 21st , 2021, 7:00pm
Present: Mayor Goodrich, Commissioners: Kerry Spivey, Linda Goodrich, Patricia Morring,
Judith Stewart and William Freeman.
Noted to be about: The Wellhead Protection Plan, Cemetery and the Procedures Ordinamce
Meeting called to order and welcomed by Mayor Goodrich.
Prayer by Commissioner Judith Stewart
Pledge to the Flag: By all.
Old Business:
In regards to the cemetery it was noted that rough estimates were given ranging from four
thousand dollars to ten thousand dollars for a surveyor to come and produce a new and accurate cemetery
map for the Town of Hamilton. It was noted that one specific quote given noted they would not want the
job if offered because of the hassle. It was also noted that almost all companies stated a final price for the
work would not be given until able to come to the property and look at what it will deeply entail to look
into our cemetery. Discussion was held on the necessity of needing to go over the old ordinance again and
put in different items that would assist the cemetery. As well as the question of if multiple urns can be
placed in one plot or not. Cemetery letter was mentioned for future discussion to notify those who
“reserved” plots unpaid in past years at a previous price. That it should be offered for them to finish
paying on these plots but to have a structured payment plan if this is to happen, and if payments aren’t
made that the plots would no longer be reserved.
In regards to the Procedures Ordinance it was gone over and edits made to copies to be retyped
for the February Board meeting. It was noted to do whatever was within legal rights to be able to get these
payments made as soon as possible and in regards to the extreme past due amounts to allow them to pay
25% at this time until paid off in its entirety. Commissioner Morring requested for all past due bills to be
visible to make sure no amongst all accounts. Discussion was had and noted that they didn’t think it was
deemed necessary to do this at the time.
New Business:
Wellhead Protection Plan was discussed. Noting that it is to protect our wells from as many
contaminants as possible as well as get us an extra 5 points on grants and state loans. And that this
ordinance would be good for the next 5 years. Noted it needed to be put in the paper for one day and that
the paper needed to send us proof to send to the state. Changes to Commissioner Spivey’s phone number
were noted. When inquiries were made about price, Mayor Goodrich noted that the wellhead protection
plan and ordinance were free to the Town of Hamilton. Commissioner Morring requested to discuss
questions after review of the plan at the next meeting.
Motion to adjourn Workshop made by Commissioner Goodrich, Second by Commissioner Morring.
Unanimous decision, Motion carried. 5-0
Meeting adjourned.
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